Neural networks and evolutionary computation have a rich intertwined history. They most commonly appear together when an evolutionary algorithm optimises the parameters and topology of a neural network for reinforcement learning problems, or when a neural network is applied as a surrogate fitness function to aid the evolutionary optimisation of expensive fitness functions. In this paper we take a different approach, asking the question of whether a neural network can be used to provide a mutation distribution for an evolutionary algorithm, and what advantages this approach may offer? Two modern neural network models are investigated, a Denoising Autoencoder modified to produce stochastic outputs and the Neural Autoregressive Distribution Estimator. Results show that the neural network approach to learning genotypes is able to solve many difficult discrete problems, such as MaxSat and HIFF, and regularly outperforms other evolutionary techniques.
Introduction
Evolutionary Algorithms typically employ static exploration methods, such as recombination and mutation, in order to traverse a search space. A problem with this approach is that "building blocks", by which we mean structural features of the search space, can be easily broken, discarding important information acquired during the search process. Addressing this problem are Estimation of Distribution Algorithms (EDAs), which attempt to statistically model the current search space in order to uncover underlying structure and guide search towards optimal solutions in an efficient manner (Pelikan et al. (2006) ).
At the heart of any EDA lies a model-building process. Examples include Bayesian Networks, Markov Networks and K-Means clustering (Pelikan et al. (2002a) ). In this paper we introduce and investigate two neural-based methods for modelling: a Denoising Autoencoder (dA) and the Neural Autoregressive Distribution Estimator (NADE). An autoencoder is a feed forward neural network, consisting of at least one hidden layer, which is trained to reproduce its inputs from its outputs. Over the course of training, the hidden layer forms a, typically compressed, representation of the inputs (Hinton and Salakhutdinov (2006) ). We explore two special types of autoencoder for learning effective genotypes. The dA is an autoencoder trained using inputs that are stochastically corrupted, a process that acts as a strong regulariser and also widens the basins of attraction of the outputs towards seen solutions. Although the dA is not a generative model, the encoding process can capture relationships between variables. When combined with stochastic outputs the dA can produce mutations to existing solutions, guided by the learnt encoded structure of the search space. We present a novel evolutionary algorithm, in which a model learns solution structure online from promising individuals in the population, and offspring are produced by propagating parents through the model.
We also investigate the NADE, an autoencoder instance that explicitly learns a generative model from data, and has been shown to rival a Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) but at a considerably lower computational cost (Larochelle and Murray (2011)) . Results show that an evolutionary algorithm incorporating the autoencoder models is able to outperform a canonical genetic algorithm (GA) across a range of combinatorial optimisation problems, as well as the PBIL and BOA EDA methods in several cases.
Background
Since their introduction in Holland (1975) , evolutionary algorithms have themselves evolved, with extensive work exploring representation schemes, operators, parallelisation, co-evolution and the simultaneous optmisation of multiple objectives. A key concern has been to reduce the sensitivity to initial parameters, e.g. self-adaptive algorithms (Bäck and Schwefel (1993) ), and automate the perceived dark art of designing genetic operators. Tackling the latter are Estimation of Distribution Algorithms (EDAs), also known as Probabilistic-Model-Building Genetic Algorithms, which are population based optimisers that typically replace genetic operators with a statistical model. The rationale behind the model building and related linkage learning approach (e.g. Thierens (2010) ; Harik (1999) ) is that dependencies between variables can be captured and preserved. Search can be biased by sampling from the learnt structure of promising areas of the search space. Early work on EDAs concentrated on methods that explicitly modelled the probabilities of features occurring independently in a population of genotypes. These include the Compact Genetic Algorithm ), the Population-Based Incremental Learner (PBIL) (Baluja (1994) ) and the Univariate Marginal Probability methods (Pelikan et al. (2002a) ). More complex problems were able to be solved efficiently by modelling multivariate dependencies using clustering algorithms, e.g. the Extended Compact Genetic Algorithm (Harik (1999) ); Bayesian networks, e.g Pelikan et al. (2002b) 's Bayesian Optimisation Algorithm (BOA); Markov networks and tree structures, among many others (Pelikan et al. (2002a) ). The popular CMA-ES optimiser can be considered both a type of EDA and self-adaptive algorithm (Hansen et al. (2003) ).
Artificial neural networks and evolutionary computation have been combined together by many researchers. Evolutionary algorithms have been applied to train neural networks. In early research the synaptic weights of a neural network were directly encoded, such as in Montana and Davis (1989) . Modern work, such as Hyper-NEAT (Stanley et al. (2009) ), employs indirect encodings that allow both the weights and topologies of large networks to be successfully optimised simultaneously. There has also been interest in employing neural networks directly in the search process. Early work showed that including learning in the evolutionary process can improve the effectiveness and efficiency of optimisation, e.g. (Hinton and Nowlan (1987) ; Nolfi et al. (1994) ). This is the standpoint taken in this paper but coming from a different perspective. The evolutionary algorithms in (Hinton and Nowlan (1987) ; Nolfi et al. (1994) ) are applied to optimising a neural network and integrate learning through backpropagation (Rumelhart et al. (1988) ) as a Baldwinian or Lamarckian process. Here, we use the unsupervised learning capabilities of neural networks to learn to generate incrementally more effective genotypes, either through a guided mutation (with the denoising autoencoder) or a learnt distribution (with the NADE).
With the 'neural networks revival' of the last decade, which has seen neural network methods frequently outperforming other machine learning techniques, there has been interest in neural-based methods in an EDA context, particularly for multiobjective optimisation. A Growing Neural Gas (GNG) was used as a model in Martí et al. (2008) , employing a competitive Hebbian learning rule to cluster data without having to pre specify the number of groups. A shallow Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) was used to model high dimensional data in (Tang et al. (2010) ; Shim et al. (2013) ), beating the state-of-the-art on several multi-objective continuous benchmark problems. Helmholtz machines have also been applied to this task with promising results (Zhang and Shin (2000) ). Autoencoders (often referred to in the literature as autoassociators) are also neural-based method for unsupervised learning and have hitherto not been applied to combinatorial optimisation problems. Autoencoders have several interesting properties which can be favourably exploited to learn to generate genotypes in an evolutionary algorithm, which are discussed in more detail in the next section.
Another motivation for using an autoencoder approach is to investigate methods in which evolutionary algorithms can be implemented using neural structures. The Neural Replicator Hypothesis (Fernando et al. (2010) ) proposes that evolutionary dynamics could operate in the brain at ontogenetic timescales. In Fernando et al. (2010) , a (1+1)-ES is implemented in a network of spiking neurons. Adding Hebbian learning enabled linkages to be found between features, and the 128-bit HIFF problem to be solved significantly faster than by a simple Genetic Algorithm. However, Hebbian learning is restricted to learning only pairwise relationships between variables, while autoencoders have the potential to learn complex multivariate interactions. Although the training method employed in this paper is not thought to be biologically plausible, success with these models would suggest that unsupervised learning in neural structures can provide an effective means of evolutionary search.
Methods
The main motivation for this paper is to assess whether neural network-based unsupervised learning methods can be used to learn good genotypes. In the evolutionary computation literature this topic has mainly been investigated in the context of EDAs. Typically, EDAs use unsupervised machine learning techniques to estimate distributions, i.e. build generative models, over the space of good quality solutions. Novel solutions are produced at each generation by updating and sampling from these distributions. An alternative approach is to use models that learn an encoding or compress the solution space, e.g. the generative grammar of Cox and Watson (2014) . Our proposed use of the denoising autoencoder deviates from the more standard generative model approach. Instead of learning a distribution over the entire solution space, we directly learn a mapping from a given input to a distribution over potential solutions. By carefully choosing the inputs to the autoencoder and the corruption noise, we can generate better solutions at each iteration. The autoencoder is a deterministic, feedforward neural network architecture that does not presume a graphical structure like Bayesian networks or RBMs. The autoencoder can be trained online with mini-batch gradient descent which allows us to update the model at each iteration without having to rebuild the model every time. This implies that the network has a slowly decaying memory over the good solutions and that interesting features learnt at one generation can be carried forward to future generations.
We also explore the NADE for model building, which is a distribution estimator for high-dimensional binary data. The potential benefits of using the NADE are that it breaks down the difficult problem of learning a complex high-dimensional distribution to the problem of learning a product of one-dimensional distributions. The NADE is a tractable approximation to the RBM and is therefore computationally more efficient to train and sample from when compared to the RBM. As the RBM has already been applied successfully to multi-objective optimisation, it would be interesting to see how the NADE performs in an EDA-like context. The gradients of the objective function for training the NADE can be obtained exactly and therefore we can use powerful optimisers for better online training. The NADE can be trained online, meaning that information can be retained between iterations. Another advantage of using the NADE is that it can be easily extended to real-valued data. This is in contrast to other Bayesian EDAs like BOA.
The Autoencoder
A standard autoencoder consists of an encoder and a decoder network. The encoder performs an affine transformation followed by an element-wise non-linear operation. The mapping performed by the encoder is deterministic and can be described as:
The decoder is also a deterministic network and operates on the encoded input h θ (x) to produce the reconstructed input:
The outputs of the encoder network can be interpreted as the encoding or representation that the autoencoder learns. The encoder network can be viewed as a non-linear generalisation of Principle Component Analysis (Hinton and Salakhutdinov (2006) ). The autoencoder learns interactions between the input attributes and maps them to the hidden layer via a non-linear transformation, making it a powerful model for learning and exploiting the structure present in the best individuals.
Rather than using the outputs of the decoder network directly, we use them as parameters for a conditional distribution p(X|Z = z) over the outputs of the network given an input z. For binary optimization problems, the outputs z are considered to be parameters for the distribution X|z ∼ B(z) where B is the bernouilli distribution. For continuous parameter-optimisation problems, the outputs z parameterise a multivariate normal distribution X ∼ N (z, σ 2 ), where the covariance matrix is assumed to be diagonal and the standard deviation along the diagonal is a tuneable parameter.
The autoencoder learns an encoding or representation of the input space in order to recreate the inputs with high accuracy. In order to force the autoencoder to learn interesting representations, typically some kind of information bottleneck is applied to the representations. This bottleneck can either be enforced by reducing the dimensionality of the representation as compared to the input, or enforcing the hidden units to be sparse. A geometric interpretation of the representations learnt by an autoencoder is that it identifies the non-linear manifold on which the data is concentrated. The motivation for using an autoencoder is that it can discover structure, or alternatively the manifold on which the good solutions lie. Novel solutions can then be generated by exploring the manifold or sampling from the distribution learnt by an autoencoder. Due to the non-linear nature of the mapping learnt, it is possible to discover complex dependencies and structure in the data and therefore learn a more effective mutation distribution.
In our algorithm we use a denoising autoencoder which is a variant of the standard autoencoder (Vincent et al. (2008) ). The dA tries to recreate the input x from 'corrupted' or 'noisy' versions of the input, which are generated by a stochastic corruption process x = q(x|x). Adding the denoising criterion to the model forces the autoencoder to learn more robust representations which are invariant to small perturbations of the input. Alternatively, the denoising criterion can be seen as learning an operator that maps points that are far from the manifold towards points on or near the manifold on which the good solutions are concentrated. Although denoising was introduced in order to encourage the learning of more robust representations, in our system we employ the denoising criterion to widen the basins of attraction around the best individuals in every generation. During training, we train the autoencoder on the most promising solutions, and by increasing corruption we encourage individuals that are far away from the training set to move towards the nearest high quality solution. By making use of the corruption noise as a tuneable parameter, the extent of the basins of attraction can be controlled, with high corruption giving rise to large basins of attraction.
Neural Autoregressive Distribution Estimator
Although the outputs of the decoder network can be interpretted as the parameters of a probability distribution, the autoencoder is inherently a deterministic unsupervised learning algorithm. The Neural Autoregressive Distribution Estimator (NADE) is a bayesian network for density estimation of high dimensional binary data. The NADE can be viewed as an autoencoder architecture devised such that the output units represent valid probabilities. The initial inspiration for the NADE was as a tractable approximation to the Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM). Restricted Boltzmann Machines have been used in EDAs for multi-objective optimisation in the past (Tang et al. (2010) ). However, the NADE has been demonstrated to be an accurate density estimator on its own and has been used for various applications (refs) .
The NADE belongs to the family of fully visible Bayesian networks that factorise the joint distribution of some D dimensional data point x as a product of onedimensional conditional distributions:
where x <i ≡ {x k , ∀k < i} and D is the dimensionality of the input space. The main advantage of the factorisation above is that instead of trying to model a complex highdimensional multi-modal distribution for x, the problem can be simplified to estimating the one-dimensional conditionals P (x i |x <i ). A complex distribution can be estimated accurately if each conditional is learnt correctly. For the NADE:
where W .,<i denotes a sub-matrix of W with columns 1 to i − 1. The above network is equivalent to a feed-forward neural network for each conditional, with weight sharing between the neural networks. The tied connections distinguish the NADE from other fully visible Bayesian networks and make it computationally tractable to train and obtain probabilities at test time. Another advantage while using the NADE is that the log-likelihood and therefore the gradients can be computed exactly. This implies that the model can be trained with powerful gradient based optimisers without having to resort to sampling to estimate the log-likelihoods, as RBMs do.
Both the NADE and the dA were trained using minibatch stochastic gradient descent (SGD). Here the gradients are calculated over a batch of inputs and the model parameters are updated with respect to these gradients. This differs from training where updates are made after each training example or after going through the entire training set. Minibatch SGD allowed us to parallelise training on a GPU while allowing the model to be updated online at each generation without rebuilding the model from random initialisation each time. We used a fixed learning rate and a batch size of 20 for all our experiments.
Optimisation Algorithm
The pipeline of the optimisation algorithm presented here is similar to canonical EDAs and is inspired by methods in HBOA (Pelikan (2005) ). Pseudocode is provided in Algorithm 1 below. A population of P solutions is maintained and updated at each iteration. An initial population of solutions is drawn from a uniform distribution. These solutions are evaluated and the fittest unique x% are selected (i.e. using truncation selection) to be in the training set. The model is then trained with the training set for E epochs. Following training, P solutions are stochastically sampled from the model and stored in a sample set. Solutions from the sample set are then incorporated into the population.
There are slight differences in the optimisation process based on the neural network model. For the denoising autoencoder (GA-dA), the training set consists of the fittest unique x% of solutions from the population. For generating samples in GA-dA, a new set of solutions is selected from P using tournament selection (with replacement) at each iteration to form an input set. Each member of the input set is propagated through the dA model, and the output vector, y, is sampled from using a binomial distribution, to produce a new solution. For the NADE model (GA-NADE), solutions are sampled from the model until the sample set contains a set of solutions not present in the population, i.e. the sample set ∩ the population. Both GA-dA and GA-NADE can use a niching technique. Although any method could be used, here we employ Restricted Tournament Selection (Pelikan (2005) ). A solution from the sample set is included in the population if it is better than its closest neighbour in a randomly chosen subset of the population of size, W . Whether to use niching or not, as well as other parameters are determined through a grid search on a problem-by-problem basis.
Experiments
The neural network-based optimisation algorithms (GA-dA and GA-NADE) are tested on several difficult discrete problems and their performance is compared to a canonical GA, PBIL and BOA. Below we describe the problems and problem instances tested and the comparison algorithms.
Algorithm 1 Evolutionary optimisation with the NADE or denoising autoencoder models P ⇐ population size T ⇐ % population used for training E ⇐ no. epochs of backprop LR ⇐ learning rate for backprop 
Multi-dimensional Knapsack Problem
Here we wish to choose of subset of N items to maximise the total value of the items, z, while satisfying m constraints. We wish to maximise:
Two different instances are used in the results presented below. The first is the Weing8 instance (Weingartner and Ness (1967) ), which has 105 items and two constraints (optimal solution is 602,319), and the second is a randomly generated instance with 500 items and one constraint (optimal solution is 100,104). If any of the m constraints are violated, fitness is the negative of the summed violations.
Hierarchical If and only If
The Hierarchical If and only If (HIFF) problem was created by Watson et al., as an example of a function which is not separable (Watson and Pollack (1999) ). It is a pathological function for a hill climber because of a very large number of local optima. The HIFF is structured as a balanced binary tree (Pelikan (2005) ), where at each lower level a transfer function is applied to consecutive non-overlapping 2-bit partitions, 00 → 0, 11 → 1, anything else → null, to define the string in the layer above. At each level, 00 and 11 blocks contribute to the fitness by 2 level . Two global optima exist, a string of all 1s and all 0s. In the results section, the algorithms are applied to the 128-bit and 256-bit problem instances. In order to remove any possible bias towards an all 1s solution, solutions from the neural network models have a random bit mask (fixed before each trial) applied to them before evaluating fitness.
Royal Road
The Royal Road function as defined by Mitchell et al. (1992) , divides a bit string, x, into a number of equally sized, non-overlapping partitions, z i ∈ [x i , ..., x i+n ]). If all of the bits in the partition match a predefined pattern, s i , then the partition's fitness contribution is added to the overall fitness. The existence of these "Building blocks" was meant to act as a "royal road" for GAs compared to hill-climbers but bad alleles hitchhiking to good partial solutions slows down convergence speed. The 128-bit problem with 16 8-bit partitions is defined as,
If a string contains two instances of s, a fitness of 16 is achieved. If all instances are found, fitness = 128. s i instances are blocks of all 1s but as with the HIFF, a random mask is applied to solutions from the neural network models before fitness evaluation.
Maximum Satisfaction
The maximum satisfaction problem (MaxSat) is defined as finding an interpretation of predicates that satisfies the maximum number of clauses in a given predicate logical formula in conjunctive-normal form (CNF). This is known to be a difficult problem for GAs due to partial solutions leading away from the optimal solution (Rana and Whitley (1998) ; Pelikan and Goldberg (2003) ). Here, algorithms are tested on a 3-CNF, 100-bit MaxSat problem obtained from SATLIB. The problem consists of 430 clauses and belongs to the phase transition region, which is the point at which the problem transitions from generally solvable to generally unsolvable.
Comparison Algorithms
The neural networks are compared to a Genetic Algorithm (GA), Population-based Incremental Learning Algorithm (PBIL) and the Bayesian Optimisation Algorithm (BOA). The GA was chosen to see whether GA-dA and GA-NADE outperform a canonical evolutionary algorithm and thus tests whether the method has potential. The GA uses two-point crossover and bit-flip mutation. PBIL is a univariate estimation of distribution algorithm which operates on a single genetic string, a probability vector that represents the likelihood of each variable being present in the population. Each element in the probability vector, p n , is initially set to 0.5. The algorithm learns online, updating p using,
where b is the best solution found in a set of samples from p at each iteration. At each iteration there is also a small chance of a mutation to each component of p. The algorithm was chosen to see how a univariate EDA compares to GA-dA and GA-NADE. Additionally, the two neural network methods are similar to PBIL as they also learn online.
BOA probabilistically models solutions present in a population by building a Bayesian network. At each iteration, a new Bayesian network, BN , is constructed from a selection of solutions from the population selected by truncation selection. The joint distribution encoded in the network is then sampled from, and the samples are incorporated into the population. BOA was selected for comparison because the model captures multi-variate dependencies and the NADE model approximates a Bayesian network. In BOA the Bayesian network is constructed using a greedy algorithm, that restricts each node to having two parents at most, to limit computational cost.
Results
The neural network methods and the three comparison algorithms described in Section 4.2 were tested on the discrete problems described above. Before comparison, a grid search was performed on the parameters of all five algorithms, on a problem-byproblem basis. The parameter configuration that achieved the best fitness (averaged over three trials) was selected for comparison. On each problem, the algorithms were assessed over 10 independent trials. Figures 1 and 2 show plots of the best found fitness as the number of evaluations increase, averaged across ten independent trials, as well as boxplots showing the distribution of the best found solutions at the end of the optimisation process, for each of the six test problems. Results are also summarised in table 1. We observe that on four of the six problems, either GA-dA or GA-NADE performs the best, with BOA outperforming both on the two HIFF problems.
On the MaxSat problem, GA-NADE is the only algorithm that reaches the optimal solution on all 10 trials. Although both GA-NADE and GA-dA progress in a similar manner earlier on in the search process, the NADE method continues to improve and finds the optimal solution of 430 satisfied clauses much more quickly, within around 140,000 evaluations. Interestingly BOA is unable to find the optimal solution within the evaluation limit, although it performs much better than PBIL and the GA. Table 1 : Results for the different search methods on 6 discrete problems. Showing the value of the minimum and maximum solution returned at the end of search, the mean best solution in the population after the end of search, the mean number of evaluations required to reach the optimum solution (or until the maximum number of evaluations) and the success rate for reaching the optimum, averaged across 10 trials.
GA-dA is the clear winner on both knapsack problems. On the 500-item instance it is the only algorithm that locates the optimal solution and on the Weing8 instance (which has two constraints) it has a far greater success rate than the next best performer. On both problems it also improves its best solution much more quickly than the other algorithms. Both GA-NADE and BOA have much slower rates of improvement than GA-dA, although GA-NADE is considerably faster than BOA. BOA finds slightly better solutions than GA-NADE on the 500-item knapsack but performs considerably worse on the Weing8 instance.
On both tested HIFF instances BOA is the far better performer, solving the 128-bit problem twice as fast and the 256-bit instance three times faster than GA-NADE. In turn, GA-NADE is able to solve the 128-bit instance in half the evaluations required by GA-dA and a quarter as many on the 256-bit instance. GA-dA is better than the standard GA on this problem, solving it faster and more consistently. The GA is not able to solve the HIFF instances on every trial, although it can locate the optimal solution while PBIL cannot.
GA-dA displays the best performance on the Royal Road problem, consistently solving it within a small number of evaluations. The next best is the GA which can solve it more quickly but produces a much greater variance in discovery time. BOA is able to solve the problem much faster on average than GA-NADE, with low variance in terms of the number of evaluations taken to solve the problem. 
Discussion

Algorithmic Comparison
The results presented in the preceding section demonstrate that the denoising autoencoder (GA-dA) and NADE (GA-NADE) methods perform well across a number of difficult discrete problems. GA-dA outperforms the other methods on both of the knapsack problems as well as the Royal Road, and GA-NADE is the only algorithm that is able to consistently solve the MaxSat problem instance. GA-dA outperforms the GA on all test problems in terms of the quality of the final solution and/or the number of evaluations required. GA-NADE outperforms the GA on all of the problems apart from the Royal Road and the 500-item knapsack where they are not significantly different. BOA outperforms both neural network methods on the HIFF problems. It also outperforms GA-NADE on the Royal Road and Knapsack-500 problems but not on the others. This suggests that BOA is better able to discover the type of dependancy present in the HIFF problem. GA-NADE performs considerably better than GA-dA, which suggests that the Bayesian network-based generative model is well-suited to discovering the structure in the search space present in this problem. The poor performance of PBIL on the HIFF problem indicates that a model capable of learning complex multivariate dependencies is needed. The structure learnt by GA-dA allows it to significantly outperform the GA but it is much slower than BOA or GA-NADE on this problem.
A MaxSat problem is difficult because there are a large number of interdependencies between variables and solving subproblems in the form of individual clauses can lead you away from the optimal solution (Rana and Whitley, 1998) . GA-NADE is able to solve this problem consistently while BOA is not. This problem could be well suited to the NADE model which assumes a dependency between every variable -each variable is either a parent or a child of another. Thus a complex joint distribution of the variables is learnt. The dA is also able to learn multi-variate dependency with the potential advantage of having no precedence constraints. Both GA-dA and GA-NADE approach the optimal solution in far fewer evaluations than BOA, although it takes GA-dA many more iterations to reach the optimal solution of 430 clauses, from the sub-optimal state of 429.
Knapsack problems are interesting for three reasons, they have have real-world applications in resource management, they do not have obvious linkages and they are constrained. A 3-CNF MaxSat problem is complex because individual variables are present in multiple clauses and changing one variable can have a large impact on the fitness of the sequence. Due to the nature of the constraint handling of these knapsack problems, a small change in the genotype can have a huge impact on fitness. If a solution changes from being under to over capacity, its value will swing from positive to negative. If there were no constraints, a knapsack problem would reduce to a MaxOnes problem and all variables would be fully independent. Variables can still be treated independently, which effectively will assign a higher probability to high value or denser items. Given more constraints the dependencies between groups of variables become more complicated as certain combinations of items are required in order to satisfy the constraints. In terms of the rate of improvement, PBIL performs much better on the single constraint knapsack problem but takes much longer to get close to the optimal solution compared to the other algorithms. BOA has a much slower improvement rate on the 2-constraint Weing8 instance and does not find as good solutions. Interestingly, on this problem the GA uses a high crossover rate of 0.5 and thus swaps a large number of partial solutions. GA-dA has the fastest improvement rate and the highest mean score on both knapsack problems. This may be the type of problem for which it is best suited, as the dA has no ordering constraints, can capture dependencies between large groups of variables and, importantly, search around these solutions. The neural network-based techniques appear to be promising methods for these constrained problems, greatly outperforming BOA and PBIL.
GA-dA is also the fastest consistent solver of the 128-bit Royal Road Problem. This problem is famous because it was used to identify the hitch-hiking phenomenon that can adversely affect the performance of GAs. For an EDA to perform well on this problem, it has to build a model that learns that either the partitions are independent or that every variable in the string is independent. PBIL suffers on this problem by falling into a local optima where certain variables have a very low probability of outputting a one. At this point it becomes very unlikely that certain subproblems will be solved. At the point of solving, BOA has learnt a model where every variable is independent. We will look more closely at the models produced by GA-dA and GA-NADE in the next section but GA-NADE clearly learns a complex relationship between variables that does not exist in the real problem. GA-dA hones in on a very small part of the sub-space, which allows it to quickly find the optimal solution.
Neural Network Methods Comparison
There are clear differences between the performance of the two neural network-based algorithms, with GA-NADE performing much better than GA-dA on the HIFF and MaxSat problems but significantly worse on the others. The two methods discover structure in solution space and produce new solutions in considerably different ways. GA-NADE produces a generative model in the form of a Bayesian network and GAdA through a compressed encoding of promising solutions. With GA-NADE new individuals are produced by sampling from the NADE, with no direct input from the population. With GA-dA, individuals from the population are fed forward through the dA -there is a direct relationship between the population and new solutions. In this section we first investigate the differences between the NADE and dA models on a specially designed function and then provide further analysis on a selection of the problems from the results section above.
A Royal Road with Linkages
To investigate the dependencies learnt by the two models, an objective function has been constructed based on the Royal Road (Mitchell et al., 1992) . A bit string is divided into equal sized partitions, where the fitness contribution of a partition depends on the state of other sub-partitions.
A solution consists of n non-overlapping partitions, p i i ∈ [1 ... n], of size 2k. p i is further divided into two non-overlapping partitions of size k,p iL on the left side and p iR on the right. If each bit inp iL is equal to 1 and each bit inp iR is equal to 0, 1 is contributed to the total fitness. Alternatively, a 1 is contributed to the total fitness if each bit inp iL is equal to 0 and each bit inp iR is equal to 1. Finally, an additional 1 is contributed to fitness if every bit inp 1L andp nR are equal to 1, or if every bit inp 1L and p nR is equal to 0, where i = 1 signifies the first partition and i = n the last. An example is given for a 32-bit sequence in figure 4 . This fitness function has been invented to explore how the algorithms deal with dependency between blocks of variables. There is linkage between the first and second halves of each partition, which is referred to below as 'local-linkage', and between the first k and the last k bits in the string, referred to as the 'global-linkage'.
GA-NADE and GA-dA are applied to a 32-bit version of this problem (k = 4, n = 4), both using a population size of 500. Samples produced by the models at the point that the optimal solution is found is explored in figure 3 . This figure shows the covariance between sub-partitions and the probability that a sub-problem is solved in a sample, given three different conditions. Figure 3 (a) compares the dA using the final population as input (dA-pop), which is the normal behaviour, the dA using input from a uniform random distribution (dArand) and the NADE. We first analyse the covariance matrix produced from the sam- ples to infer whether the models have correctly learnt the relationships between variables in this solution space. All of the models display negative covariance between the local-linkage sub-partitions, which means that there is an anti-correlation between the two partitions, and positive covariance between the global sub-problem, which affects the first and last sub-partition. This shows that the models have learnt structure in this search space. Changing the input to the dA from a uniform random distribution to individuals from the population has a small but significant effect on the covariances, strengthening the local and global relationships. Consequently there is a greater probability of solving all of the sub-problems when using the final population as input. The negative covariance between sub-partitions in the local-linkage sub-problems is strongest with the NADE, although the positive covariance between the first and last sub-partitions is similar for both models, meaning that the NADE has a significantly higher probability of solving the local-linkage sub-problems, but both have an equal probability of solving the global-linkage problem.
In Figure 3 (b), we probe the models further by "clamping" the output of the first sub-partition so that all four bits equal one, to see if this influences the second subpartition. The first four bits of the samples inputted to the dA are clamped in a similar fashion. The probability of solving the first sub-problem is increased for both models, showing that the clamping has biased the values of the second sub-partition. The greatest effect is seen with the NADE, which now solves the first sub-problem almost 100% of the time. The NADE also has a corresponding increase in the probability of solving the global sub-problem, which in the clamped case is decreased with the dA.
An alternate clamping is presented in Figure 3 (c). Here, the last four bits in the sequence are fixed to equal one. To gain a fitness contribution, the second to last group of 4 bits must be a vector of zeroes (the last local sub-problem) and the first four bits must be a vector of ones (global sub-problem). GA-NADE has a large decrease in the probability of solving these two sub-problems, while the probabilities of solving the other sub-problems are unchanged. The dA has an increased probability of solving the last local sub-problem, with a slight decrease in solutions to the global sub-problem. As with a Bayesian graph, the NADE has fixed dependency ordering, from left to right. Clamping the last four bits in the sequence has no influence on the preceding partitions. However, with the dA two-way dependencies can be learnt, and here it can be seen that the last sub-partition influences the preceding sub-partition. As with the first example, clamping reduces the probability of solving the global dependency, suggesting that the dA does not capture this section of the problem structure as well as the NADE. Figure 3 provide an interesting insight into the differences between the two models. Both models are able to learn linkages between several variables. Figures 3(b) and 3(c) demonstrates that the NADE is able to capture the global linkages much better than the dA. However, the dA does not suffer from ordering constraints, while the NADE does. The a priori choice of ordering could have a large influence on the performance of the NADE, which is a topic for further investigation. As there are no ordering constraints in the dA, this provides flexibility in biasing the variables, i.e. through clamping, which could be utilised to further guide the search process.
Tested Problems
There is a marked difference between GA-dA and GA-NADE on several test problems, and in this section we further analyse the algorithms on the HIFF-128, the Royal Road and Weing8 problems. 50,000 samples are taken from the dA and NADE at the point that the optimal solution is found on HIFF-128. Figure 5(a) shows the distribution of the mean distances of samples from their 5 nearest neighbours and the fitnesses of the samples. There is much greater diversity in the samples produced by the NADE, while the dA has a much more peaked distribution. This can be partly explained by the fact that the dA does not use a niching strategy on this problem (a choice based on the results of a grid search). On this problem, most of the dA's solutions are small mutations around the local optima of 784, while the NADE produces a much more diverse set of samples. Looking at a selection of samples in Figure 5 (b), we see that the dA model using the population as input is extremely peaked, with almost all variables in the string outputting a one apart from the last 16 bits. Using input sampled from a uniform random distribution produces a more varied distribution of solutions, although the fitness of the samples is not as high. The NADE produces a less biased distribution of samples, which explains its better performance on this problem. Of particular interest is that samples from the NADE contain partial solutions from both the 'all ones' and 'all zeroes' global optima, while the dA concentrates on the 'all ones' optima. This implies that NADE is better suited towards capturing the distribution of multi-modal search spaces.
Figure 6(a) shows a similar distribution of samples is produced by the dA on the Royal Road problem, with 15 of the 16 8-bit partitions outputting ones and mutations around a single unfilled partition. Although the NADE produces more diverse samples, the distribution is peaked with a very low probability of a one from bits 64 -80 (partitions 8 and 9). Figure 6(b) , the 'NADE fixed' plot shows the samples produced when the outputs of the first 64 bits are clamped to a one. This increases the probability of producing a zero in the bits 64 -80, suggesting that a false dependency has been learnt linking earlier parts of the bit string to partitions 15 and 16, making it very unlikely that the optimal solution will occur in a sample. This could be due to the topology of the dependency graph that the NADE is tied to, i.e. a node on the left is connected to every node on the right. For the dA model, we see in this case that there is (a) Showing the distribution of the mean distances from their 5 nearest neighbours and the fitnesses of 50,000 samples from the dA and NADE at the point that the optimal solution is found (b) Showing 2,000 random samples (first row) and the probability of a 1 at each locus averaged over 50,000 samples (second row). very little difference between using input sampled from a random distribution or from the population, which is due to the high level of corruption (p(c) = 0.9).
For the Weing8 knapsack problem instance, the histograms in Figure 7 (a) show that the NADE produces slightly less diversity in its samples. The fitnesses of the samples are also heavily skewed towards very high scoring. Both models produce a large number of infeasible (and thus low scoring) samples. The raster plots in Figure 7 (a) indicate that both models concentrate on similar solutions, with a peaked response to many variables on the left side of the string (bits 50 and under). As indicated in the aggregate plot in Figure 7(b) , the NADE has a more peaked response to many variables than the dA. We see in the raster plot that there are a large number of samples from the (a) Showing the distribution of the mean distances from their 5 nearest neighbours and the fitnesses of 50,000 samples from the dA and NADE at the point that the optimal solution is found (b) Showing 2,000 random samples (first row) and the probability of a 1 at each locus averaged over 50,000 samples (second row). NADE that use fewer items from the left side of the string and more from the right side (leading to the appearance of lines in the plot). This suggests that, similarly to the HIFF example, the NADE can model a multi-modal distribution, which could be useful for multi-modal search spaces or multi-objective optimisation. The corruption level is relatively high in the dA in this example (p(c) = 0.25), and there is only small differences between using the population and a random sample as input to the model. However, sampling from the population increases the probability of certain variables expressing a 1 in a number of positions.
The analysis in this section has shown that there are differences between the two neural network models. In the HIFF and Royal Road examples, the dA converges to a (a) Showing the distribution of the mean distances from their 5 nearest neighbours and the fitnesses of 50,000 samples from the dA and NADE at the point that the optimal solution is found (b) Showing 2,000 random samples (first row) and the probability of a 1 at each locus averaged over 50,000 samples (second row).
Figure 7: Showing statistics from samples from the dA and NADE models on the Weing8 Knapsack instance. very peaked distribution, producing samples which are similar, while the NADE produces much more diversity. This is particularly apparent in the HIFF, where the NADE produces solutions close to the 'all ones' and 'all zeroes' global optimums, suggesting that the NADE is better at capturing a multi-modal distribution. However, the NADE can find spurious linkage between variables in the search space, which can make it extremely difficult to find the optimal solution.
Areas for Further Investigation
In this paper we have demonstrated how the dA and NADE models can be successfully incorporated into an evolutionary search. Both models outperform a GA on number of problems (the dA is never beaten by a GA) as well as PBIL and BOA on certain problems. There are a number of areas that are currently being investigated that could potentially improve performance. Both models are trained online, and we have seen in the previous section that a bias can creep into the models. For example, in the Royal Road problem the NADE has a strong bias towards certain partitions being set to zeroes, keeping the search in a local optima for many evaluations. Training online allows search space structure discovered earlier in the search process to be reused later. It also helps keep down the computational cost of model building. However, rebuilding the models either at certain predefined intervals, at every iteration or when probabilities begin to peak could reduce sample bias and improve the performance of the algorithm. As an aside, there could be another benefit to training online, which is the potential for transfer of the models between different related instances of the same class of problem. The question of transfer learning -can building a model to solve one task help improve performance on another? -has not been answered by the EDA community, although recent work has made a start (e.g. Hauschild et al. (2012) ). Preliminary investigations suggest that using a dA, information learned in one task can be retained and recombined with that learnt in a second task to produce an across the board speed up on the third task in the sequence. Careful experimentation is needed to discover which types of problem can use machine learning techniques to transfer knowledge between unique instances and speed up optimisation as more examples are encountered.
In the last decade there has been a resurgence of interest in neural network-based methods, spurred by so called 'deep architectures'. Both the dA and NADE could potentially benefit from the hierarchical features supported by deep networks and this needs to be investigated further. A potential problem with the NADE model is the precedence ordering of variables, which could have a great effect on the quality of the learnt distribution, as well as the training time. There are several paths that could be taken in this direction, for example having multiple models being learnt in parallel or using alternate methods to learn Bayesian networks at certain points in the search process and using the discovered ordering for the NADE model.
With both models, although especially with the NADE, the addition of local search could improve performance by providing more exploitation and fine-tuning of solutions, as seen in (Pelikan and Goldberg, 2003) . This would allow the dA or NADE to power a more global search and a share of the responsibility for exploitation to the local search procedure. In the same vein, an interesting extension of the algorithms would be to hybridise them with a selecto-recombinative evolutionary algorithm (EA). Here, the EA could maintain the population of solutions, recombining and mutating them, while the neural network models are trained on the population. The EA could draw upon the models to generate genotypes, to guide search in a direction learnt from the structure of the solution space.
Real Valued, Mixed Integer and Multi-objective Problems
Both the NADE and dA can be modified to work with continuous or mixed-integer domains, providing an advantage over other discrete only EDA methods. As briefly mentioned earlier, the outputs of the dA can be interpreted as parameters of a distribution from which new solutions are sampled. Therefore, for real-valued problems, the outputs of the dA can be interpreted as means of a Gaussian distribution. Similarly, instead of predicting the means of a Bernouilli distribution, the NADE can be set up to predict the means and variances of a one-dimensional mixture of Gaussians. This real-valued variant of the NADE is called the RNADE (Uria et al. (2013) ). It is also be possible to mix Bernouilli and Guassian output units, to optimise Mixed Integer Problems, an underrepresented area in EDA optimisation. The fact that the proposed algorithms can be generalised to real-valued problems is very useful since other popular EDAs like BOA and hBOA work only for discrete-valued data.
Conclusion
We have presented a novel stochastic evolutionary algorithm based on two neural network models that iteratively learn to produce more effective genotypes. Training online, using the best found genotypes, the models are able to adaptively learn an exploration distribution, which guides search towards optimal solutions on difficult problems such as the 256-bit HIFF and a 430 3-CNF MaxSat problem, regularly outperforming a Genetic Algorithm and other EDA methods on a number of problems.
